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PROPOSED REVISED TERMS OF RIGHTS ISSUE
•

Shareholders have requested that, as with the recently announced
placement, the rights issue should offer free attaching options

•

Board has determined to withdraw current rights issue and presently
intends to launch rights issue on similar terms, including 1 free attaching
option for every 2 rights issue shares subscribed for

Hastings Technology Metals Ltd (Hastings or Company) (ASX:HAS) notes that
following the announcement of the placement and rights issue on 3 April 2019,
its Executive Chairman, Mr Charles Lew, has been contacted by shareholders who
did not participate in the recent share placement seeking that those shareholders
who take up their entitlement in the rights issue be offered the same terms as for
the placement which included the provision for a free attaching option,
exercisable at A$0.25 per ordinary share and with an expiry date of 12 April 2022,
for every 2 shares subscribed for.
Following this feedback, the Board has determined to withdraw the current rights
issue. It is the Company's present intention to launch a revised rights issue with
improved terms as soon as is practicable.
The revised rights issue is presently intended to be made on the same terms as
the withdrawn rights issue, save for the added entitlement of eligible
shareholders to also be granted a free attaching option, exercisable at A$0.25 per
ordinary share and with an expiry date of 12 April 2022, for every 2 New Shares
subscribed for.
Given the revised rights issue would incorporate an offer of options, it is intended
that the rights issue would be offered under a transaction specific prospectus,
which would be lodged with ASIC and ASX.
Full terms of the intended revised rights issue will be announced to ASX as soon
as the Company has resolved to proceed.
The Company notes shareholders have today been sent information regarding
terms of the initial rights issue. As this has now been withdrawn, this information
should be DISREGARDED once received.
Charles Lew said, “We are pleased to have the opportunity to offer shareholders
residing in Australia and New Zealand who did not participate in the placement
the ability to participate in a rights issue on effectively the same terms as the
recent share placement and hope that the rights issue with these improved terms
will be well subscribed as was the case with the placement.”
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